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About This Game

In the spirit of old arcade classics like Super Sprint and old computer racers like Micro Machines, you race on a topdown track
with up to five players online or local in front of your computer.

Local multiplayer

Race your friends with full controller support in front of the TV. Compete for the best time or annoy each other in action or
eliminiation mode.

Online multiplayer

You can play a public game online for quick fun, or start a private lobby and invite your friends. Climb to the top of the
leaderboards and driver standings!

Single player

Race with AI bots or drive alone to get the best possible time on the local leaderboards.

Game modes

You can race for a better position on the leaderboard in time mode or try to beat your opponents with power ups in action mode.
Finally you can drive in elimination mode where the player on the last position has only a few seocnds to catch up - maybe the
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speed power ups can help?!

Features

15 different tracks over two themes

Three game modes: time, action and elimination matches.

Online multiplayer for up to five players

Supports keyboard and controllers for up to five local players

AIs bots for single player challenges or additonal cars in local multiplayer

Local and online leaderboards and online driver standings.
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(If the 'w' key does nothing when you start, reset your game and try it again.)

This game is super pretty and speaks volumes of its environment with so few details. The puzzles give you just enough direction
to let you figure out on your own what you need to do, which is something I've felt is lacking in a lot of puzzles lately. It walks a
fine line between too little instruction and just enough, which I honestly adore.

The puzzles require patience and force you to find solutions one baby step at a time; it DOES feel like you're just a little robot
exploring and trying its hardest.

Maybe a ten minute playthrough once you know what you're doing? Fun. I'd love to see more levels and\/or more games like this
from the designer(s).. Doing really well, all of a sudden you get silenced and slowed, the only thing on your mind is "Go away!"
So yea, it's a fun game. (This part was an early access review)

EDIT: After looking back on this game I can only see missed potential, by all means it should be like a medieval Risk of Rain
with more rpg elements, but in the end it just sucks. With out playing with other people it is extremely hard to make it through
one world without dying, and I can only do that with one character Rainer (Not to mention beat the game without dying). The
difficulty curve on this game is like a roller coaster, it goes up, it goes down, then it goes up again! And at the end it is painfully
easy as you are monstrously op compared to all of the monsters. This game has flaws that can't be ignored.

Pro:
Graphics are a well done pixelated style
Music is pretty good, but you do get tired of it quickly
Many characters to play
Rpg element equipment

Con:
Gameplay is either strangely hard or do nothing easy
Music is pretty good, but you do get tired of it quickly
all of the characters are pointless except for one
Rpg element equipment. This. Game.

First I start playing and completly underestimate it, expecting an average point and click CSI-like game.
But then... the plot came and surprisingly change my mind positively over and over across the playthrough. Sometimes
predictable, somethimes impossible to get through. Precise balancing to keep you envolved.

I recommend stay away from spoilers, because this is definitely worth all the surprise, the feeling to fry your brain putting the
facts together. But maybe you'll need an walkthrough guide.

Simply LOVED it!. The real 2Fast2Furious. Oi m8! This game is well good innit roit!? You got a loicence to make games this
good m8!?
Did you slav or did you lose?. I loved the game, but could use some more maps and powerups<3
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The save system is BUSTED and you could potentially lose all your game data upon relogging!!!

UPDATE 3\/6: the developers have gone MIA and haven't provided any news in the past month - go get Titan Quest or
Grim Dawn or anything else, this game has pretty much lost all its potential and credibility for the time being.

UPDATE 2\/9: while it isn't entirely fixed, saving has been made much more secure since last patch: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/568190\/announcements\/detail\/240217180982147571

simple hack n' slash ARPG with shades of Monster Hunter + Torchlight:

Quest-hub style town sanctuary

Instanced areas - no open world

4 person online multiplayer lobbies
PROS
+ Wave System is a wet dream for people who enjoy grinding. you kill enemies until a bar fills up which spawns wave
after wave of mobs - kill non-stop to spawn more waves with slot machine style RNG.
+ visual progression for equipment - both armor and weapons.

CONS
- itemization is extremely basic. all weapons and armor are just stat sticks in the worst way with no unique properties.
each class can only wield one type of weapon and wear one type of armor.
- limited character customization. the few skills in game are very boring and there is no variety as the skill trees are
restricting\/small. the skill scaling is utter trash (when putting points into skills, their CD goes up ludicrous amounts...
you also can't progress in the tree unless you have invested a minimum of 3 points in the previous skill in the tree) and
you will be autoattacking pretty much everything.
- the attack animations feel sluggish and not impactful, you also can't change direction of your swing\/cast mid
combo. some animations are just straight up bad and put you in horrible positioning (assassin's regular auto-attack
chain causes you to jump around the entire goddamn map into telegraphed attacks).
- disassembling items is extremely tedious as you can only break down 10 at a time
- multiplayer is basically nonexistent and you can't trade items at all (good luck if you are hosting hoping a random
player will join. you literally can't do\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665while you are at the lobby screen
except wait for someone level appropriate to join as quests have a minimum level threshold).
- game cannot be played offline. character data is saved to their server, and you can actually "lose connection to
server" while doing things only concerning your character (such as disassembling items).
- main story quests and side quests are extremely basic\/repetitive, which is fine for an ARPG (killing x number of
mobs); but, the collection quests suck\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665(there is no toggle to pick up quest items only,
so you have to pick up everything and deal with your limited inventory space or click the items on the ground
manually in a sea of trash loot).
- no named or unique mobs. no enemies with special properties.
- you can't change the keybindings for hotkeys and the controls are unresponsive at times - moving skills\/items on
and off the hotbar is tedious and unintuitive (you have to drag an item back to your bag or a skill back to the talent
tree page just to remove them from the bar).
- you can't skip the stupid intro screens and it is loud as all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 regardless of your audio
settings for the game.
- inept devs rarely respond or address pressing issues in a timely manner - tbh, this is probably what will hurt the game
the most. nothing is transparent until after the fact\/frustration.

early access content is geared for level 55 atm with nothing to offer past that. I think the game can be good, but it
will require a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 load of fixing - that being said it is pretty fun if you enjoy mindlessly
grinding mobs, farming for insignificant loot, and holding right-click to autoattack all day. I would have refunded it
by now if I could have - save your $25 dollars and literally go buy anything else; there are plenty of finished, polished
games you could get that are better than this mediocre early access title.. I love this game. The Single player is a blast!
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I feel it reminds me of total war with the turn-based system. Your goal is to capture certain facilities on the map that
bring in certain resources or other support needs. (Spare parts, fuel, ammo, airbase, radar, etc.) except much more
simplifed and obviously in a different universe with tanks, aircraft and infantry!

The Single player USA campaign is awesome! Going from battlefield to battlefield conquering the airbases, fuel
depots, radar stations and defending them is fun.

The unit variety is quit nice also that makes the game more interesting- MBT-70, Abrams, M60, all sorts of anti-tank
missile vehicles, its just awesome to see how they work, have proper armor values and realstic armor system on all the
vehicles.

Its 5 dollars! A great deal for a game you will get 20-40 hours of out in just one campaign!

Great game, I wish the multiplayer had co-op campaign and the multiplayer to be functional as doing it over virtual
netowrking is pretty laggy and boring.

The graphics are also not fantastic, but if you have played blitzkreg or honestly don't care, it works for anyone.

Great game for any RTS\/RTT gamer!. El Matador - cheap short TPS (third-view shooter) Max Payne rip-off. It felt
no that good even in 2006 when it was just released, and it is utterly hopeless now. Especially considering so many
troubles with the proper booting the .exe file, which is not that simple as usual. El Matador is unplayable at the
notebooks or laptops with the GPU chip on the motherboard. Even if you have some good discrete graphics card
altogether.
(There is a solution here: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/289280\/discussions\/0\/154644349174336913, but it was
not of any help with my notebook).

Anyway, some words about the game. It is very short, only 3-4 hours long on the maximum difficulty. There is some
peculiar physical model, which allows using of the ricochets in the combat, for example... but you'll never use it. Even
the obvious MaxPayne-style slow-mo is not so good, thanks to the system of the hits calculation. You see, in Max Payne,
every bullet has its way from the barrel of the gun to some point where it stops, with the ballistics applied. There, in El
Matador, you'll not have such a fortune. Bullets are not visible to the eye and flying as straight as the rays of a laser, and
the only consolation for you is the buggy opportunity to shoot at enemies through cover. Not through their covers, no.
You can basically just thrust the barrel into the wall or the iron block behind which you crouched in the shelter, and
without getting up, to aim the enemy and kill him by shooting straight through the wall!

The story in the game is way too lame and primitive. You're some hotshot DIA operative, fighting some cartel in
Colombia with the help of local police. That's all. Despite some staged and properly scripted briefing scenes - all the plot
is about 1000 letters long. Certainly not the "Narco" (which is not that well-staged serial itself).

The only thing that can please modern player is about constantly (all 6 missions) changing backgrounds. However, even
there some things were borrowed from Max Payne - for example, passing through the door, disguised as a wall cabinet.
In 2006, I liked the level with the jungle, it was pretty bright for the shooters of those years, but now - of course, it's
terrible. The only thing that pleased me even now, in 2018 was a shootout in the Nazi museum. Right in the middle of
the exhibits. Well, a few small level-design details at the level with favelas were amusing (in a good way) as well, but
besides those - it is still a damn short shooter game, where you are running from one corridor to another. And sometimes
have to make your way through the vent pipe (like it was not overused in Half-Life and Nakatomi Plaza games).

I kinda like the glasses there, they were made quite realistic, and it feels good to dive through some glass wall while
trying to dodge some bullets and shooting the villains... But hey. You can't see bullets there, so those dives weren't
anything close to Max Payne. Sure, the glasses are good, but everything else - no.

My mark is 4.99\/10. RIP, another generic Cenega useless shooter. If you ever feel like "I want something like Max
Payne game" - just play the Max Payne game. From the wannabees that can provide at least somewhat originality, I can
name only John Woo's Stranglehold. And even Chou Yun Fat-impersonated title was not as good as the original Finnish
game. Which is fun, knowing it was based on John Woo's cinematics like "Hard Boiled" in the first place (same with the
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Matrix references and the Matrix TPS games).

PS: Technically, El Matador was released before Rockstar's Max Payne 3 title, and it's a game which could be the basis
for some ideas (like, it is South American setting in the first place). However, the only thing where El Matador and Max
Payne 3 are anything close - is about blasted unskippable video inserts! Oh, how I hate them!. So far I really enjoy this
game. The mechanics are simple to pick up and it looks like there are more added as you progress through the game. I've
made it through the first few levels so far. Seems simple now, but I'm starting to see the difficulty rise. I'm sure that it
will get pretty tricky. Also, the music in this game is excellent! I'm excited to work my way through this one.. pretty fair
for 4 dollars. i liked the soundtrack and the experience of being alone in space.
it would be nice to add more things, such as a goal or mission.
nice graphics, love it
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